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This invention relates to Window blinds of the 
generally Venetian blind type, and particularly 
to a new and novel form of adjustable Venetian 
blind. 
Venetian blinds of the well-known type are 

provided with a plurality of horizontal super 
posed strips of material mounted for rotational 
movement simultaneously around their longitudi 
nal axes. Mechanism is usually supplied for the 
purpose of raising and lowering the blind so that 
when the blind is elevated the plurality of hori 
zontal strips become grouped together at the top 
of the blind. Blinds of this type have certain 
inherent disadvantages which include the diffi 
culty of cleaning, the expense involved in adapt 
ing the blinds to windows of various widths, and 
the mechanism involved is usually expensive. 
The Venetian blind of the present invention 

is provided with a plurality of vertical positioned 
strips of material in overlapping'relation, and 
one of the principal objects of the invention is to 
overcome the disadvantages inherent in the 
present known type of blind as enumerated 
above. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a Venetian blind wherein a plurality of vertical 
strips-of material are positioned in overlapping 
relation and which may be rotated about both 
ends thereof simultaneously to move the strips 
Vbetween open and closed positions. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a Venetian blind wherein a plurality of overlap 
ping vertically positioned strips of material are 
.adapted to be wound around rollers positioned at 
>the ends thereof thereby to permit the blind to 
be raised or lowered. In order that the strips 
may be overlapping, the rollers are located at the 
bottoms of alternate strips and at the tops of the 
other alternate strips. 

Still another object of the invention is to pro 
vide a Venetian blind with a> plurality of vertical 
overlapping strips of material, wherein the rollers 
at opposite ends of alternate strips have añîxed 
thereto wiping members between which the strips 
are located, so that when the blind is raised or 
lowered the accumulated dust and dirt on the 
strips will be removed by the action of the wiping 
members, whereby the blind will be self-cleaning. 
A still further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a Venetian blind having a plurality ofover 
lapping strips of material, wherein each strip and 
its attached roller and rotating mechanism, may 
be applied. separately as a unit, whereby the width 
of the window ̀will determine the number of units 
tv_.be used ,in any particular case.. 
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Still another object of the invention is to pro 

vide a Venetian blind having a plurality of over 
lapping vertical strips of material wherein mech 
anism is provided to lower the blind from the top 
as well as to raise the blind from the bottom. 

Still another and more speciñc object of the 
invention is to provide a Venetian blind having a 
plurality of overlapping vertical strips of ma 
terial wherein mechanism is provided at the top 
and bottom of the blind for rotating the in 
dividual strips simultaneously about their longi 
tudinal axes and wherein a, single operating lever 
arm may be manually controlled for actuating 
the rotating mechanism at the top and bottom. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will become apparent upon reading the following 
description taken in conjunction with the accom- l 
panying drawings in which: 

, Fig. 1 is an >enlarged elevational view of a 
Venetian blind in accordance with the present 
invention with certain parts broken away for the 
sake of clarity; 

Fig. 2 is an elevational view of the blind illus 
trating its appearance when lowered from the 
top; 

Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2, but showing the 
appearance of the blind raised from the bottom; 

Fig. 4 is a horizontal sectional view through 
the assembled blind showing the individual strips 
thereof in partially rotated position; 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of one of the sec 
tions of the supporting plate on which the in 
dividual strips and rollers are mounted; 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary horizontal 
sectional view similar to Fig. fl, but showing the 
rotating mechanism as itappears when the verti 
cal strips have been moved to closed position; 

Fig. ’7 is a vertical sectional view taken along 
the plane of line 1_,1 of Fig. 6; 

Fig. 8 is a perspective view of one of the roller 

Fig. 9 is a longitudinal sectional view throughv 
one of the rollers.  

Referring now more particularly to the draw 
`ings and especially to Fig. 1, the numeral I rep 
vresents in general a window frame to which the 
Venetian blind of the present invention may be » 
applied. The window frame is provided with the 
usual sides 2 and 3, the top 4 and bottom 5. The 
_blind is adapted to be inserted within the con 
ñnes of the window frame, and is provided with 
a plurality of strips of material identified by the 
numeral B and a plurality of alternate strips 
identiñed by the numeral 1. 

A Each of the alternate strips 6 is .provided lat 
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its lower end with a roller member 8 provided 
with a suitable frame in which the roller is 
mounted and with a pinion 9 on the underside 
thereof. The upper end of each of the alternate 
strips 6 has añixed thereto an elongated pin iß 
provided with a pinion II at the upper end 
thereof. 
Each of the alternate strips 'l has a roller I2 

at the upper end thereof. provided with a pinion 
I3. The» lower end of; each alternatestrip 'i has' 
a pin Ill affixed thereto which pin is provided 
with a pinion I5 at its lower end. Since the. 
rollers 8 and I2 are substantially the same width 
as each or". the strips 6 and 1, it is necessaryrtof 
position these rollers at opposite end-sA of alter- 
nate strips in order that the strips themselves 
may overlap when in closed position; 
The rollers and rotating mechanisml at the 

upper part of the blind Vare shielded from View 
by a housing structure which includes a hori 
zontally positioned'A plate i5'. anda vertically posi 
tioned cover plate‘ Il' extending' downwardly 
therefrom. The pinionsl II and‘ IB‘at` the top of 
the blind are suitab‘lysecured to the plate»l IG'by 
means of suitable pivot pins |85 
The rollers> and: rotatingV mechanism at the 

bottom of the blind> are` likewise concealed by 
means of.' a bottom' plate» I9~'and aY front cover 
plate 20 extending upwardly from'the forward 
edge thereof. The pinionsß and I5 which form 
a part of. the rotating-mechanism at the bottom 
of the blind' are mounted'byfany suitablek means' 
in the bottom plateV I9.' 
A guide strip 2l~ is located at‘each sid‘e'of'the 

window frame forv the purpose" oi guiding the 
blind when it. is raised' or" lowered. The guide 
strip 2l is adapted to cooperate- with suitable-v 
rollers 22A at each side of‘v the top` andA bottom 
cover plates so that when the blind" is‘raised or 
lowered the guide strips 2'I'will'formfa track on 
which the rollers 22"Will ride; lt‘willbegevident 
that the speciiic form of guide means, may beA 
variedjas long asit serves the purpose‘of` guiding 
the blind in its vertical'movements: Ears 23 ~and 
24, aiiixed> to the top cover plate I6_»are adapted>` 
to„have,_secured thereto cords Y25 and 26. These 
cordspass around‘the _respectiveipulleys 2'! 4an'd'iêß> 
locatedatthe topof the window frame. The 
cords 25' and'ZE‘ then eXten‘d'outwardly‘at one 
side ofthe blind and around'a pulley 2Q with‘the 
ends thereof` hanging,A downwardly and'. available 
to be graspedlfor the purpose of lo‘weringpthe 
blind from the top. Any suitable form of locking' 
mechanism.common'inVenetian blinds may be 
usedin connection with the pulley‘29. The lock= 
ing mechanism is adapted to be releasedg‘upon> 
manipulation ofthe cords 25'and 26‘whereupon 
gravity will‘permit’the‘top partJof the-blind to 
be guidingly, lowered along the guide‘cmem-b‘erszì I. 
Each of the roller members’ßf’an‘d ‘ l2 ‘is'provided 
with a spring so that when ,the topi of‘the' blindA 
isl lowered ̀ the rollers will ' causen the~ individual 
stripsto be wound thereon. ` 

The‘. bottom plateA I9“ has: ai cord ëîlamxed 
thereto which lis adapted'to pass through‘a‘lockr 
ing mechanism* 3l ‘ of` any suitable~ and` well 
known type: Thespringsdn ̀the rollers: 8‘ and>~ I 2 ‘ 
will have a tendency'to'dravv ̀ tlieupperand'lowerl 
ends of the‘blind’togeth’er: The locking-I mecha' 
nism 3l at the bottom'of theîblind `through'whïich 
the'> cord 3G* passes is >adapted` to' maintain the» 
bottom of »the blind iin- its-lowered'position: When 
ther cord 38» ~is`»~manipulated to> release 'the locking ' 
mechanism 3l, the force*of*the-springs= inthel 
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end of the blind to be elevated. The appearance 
of the blind when the top part is lowered and 
when the bottom part is raised will be like that 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. 

Fig. 9 illustrates one of the rollers, and ‘since 
all of the rollers have similar construction, a 
description of one will suñîlce for all. The roller 
of Fig. 9 indicated generally by the numeral I2 
isgenerally tubular in shape and. is closed at one 
end by a removable plate. 32'. The roller has a 
shaft 33 passing therethrough to which is -aíixed 
a.. coil spring 34. The outer ends of the shaft 33 
are mounted in ears 35 formed as an integral part 
of> eachv end 36 of a frame 3l' (Fig. 8). The pin 
ions 9. and I3 are ai’ñxed to the respective lower 
and upper rollers 8 and I2 so that when the 
pinions are caused to rotate, the roller attached 
thereto. will also have a rotative movement. 
The bottom plate I 9 has an elongated rack 33 

mounted thereon and extending along the rear 
edge thereofi This rack 38> is in mesh with all 
of the pinions» l-ìv and I5 ñxed respectively to the 
rollersV 8` and pinsv I4. The rack 38 is mounted 
for longitudinal movement and the operation 
thereof may be more clearly understood by view 
ing Figs. 4 and 6L It will -be evident that when 
the rack 38 is caused to move longitudinally, it 
will impart a rotative movement to all of the 
pinion‘s» 9 andA I5`and cause the strips of mate 
rial associated therewithy to be rotated about 
their longitudinal axes. In order to move the 
rack 33' longitudinally, there is provided a gear 
member 39 mounted'for rotation about a pivot 4t 
on'the bottom piatedâ'i' The gear 39' has an arm 
or’handle portion lil extending forwardly through 
a suitable opening in' the bottom front cover 
platefzïll The gearSS is in mesh with the pinion 
9' and when it is caused to rotate Vby manual move 
ment' of the arm 4I, it will, in turn, cause the 
pinion 9 to rotate' thereby imparting a longitu 
dinal movementv to the rack 38. 
previously, this movement of rack 38 will also 
rotatethe other pinions Siand I5 in mesh there 
with to cause a rotative movement of the indi 
vidual stripsl Sfand l. 

Another-‘pinion 42 isfpositioned adjacent the 
gea-ry 3B' and is in mesli therewith. The pinion 
4`2`has'a rectangular opening therein adapted 
to receive a'vertical rod or'bar 43 which extends 
from the bottom i'rof 'the window frame through 
the bottom plate Iil‘` upwardly through the top 
plate` lû‘to thetop> f‘ëiof‘ theV window frame. A 
second; pinion Mï is mounted for rotation in 
a suitable bracket afîxed to the underside of 

»- the top plate i6 ̀ and also ‘has a rectangular open 
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ing therein adaptedto receive the rectangular 
rod'or bar 43S The pinion 44 is directly in mesh 
with a> gear «i5-:also ̀ mounted for'rotation on theA 
underside of the top plate IB. The gear ¿l5 meshes 
with' tl'iepinion Il'which, in turn, is in mesh 
with aflongitudinallyreciprocating ‘rack 46; All 
other-ofthe pinions 1I I 'and' IS-ïatthe top of the 
blindfalso »mesh‘with‘the--ra'ck'¿i6 so that longi 
tudinal 1movement thereof "will rotate these pin 
ions thereby causing the ltop‘ part of each vertical 
strip {3T-and' ‘I'lto rotate about the longitudinal »l 
axis~‘tliereof. When the arm- 4-I is manipulated 
toA openA or f close >the f vertical ' strips; the rotation 
of'gear 39' will rotate-»pinion 42S This will, in 

 turn', cause -th'eîverticalbar '43*»to rotateas well 
as-the pinion’ß‘IáIï-adjacent the-‘top end‘thereof. 
Rotationiof- the'pinion‘Mï-willïrotate the-gear d5 
andpinion II to reciprocatef- the'V upper- rack 
litiv lat’ the1 same “rate and" for 'thev same‘ distance` 
as the bottom rackïfSßäl Thus’Falrotatingr-mecha 

As explained 
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nism is provided at both the upper and lower 
ends of each of the strips 6 and 1 to overcome 
any twisting of the strips when they are moved 
between open and closed positions. 

Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate that the vertical con 
necting bar 43 is stationary except for its rotative 
movement, and when the top or bottom end of 
the blind is lowered or raised, these ends will move 
with respect to the bar 43. 

Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate the details of the re 
spective rollers B and I2, and it has been pointed 
out hereinbefore that the rollers are each mount 
ed in a frame such as shown at 31 in Fig. 8. 
The identical frame is used for both the upper 
and lower rollers by merely reversing the posi 
tion thereof as may be clearly seen in Fig. '7. 
'I'he frame 31 is generally U-shaped and is pro 
vided with the spaced vertically extending legs 
3E. The opposite ends of the legs 35 are connect 
ed together by straps 41 and 48 which are lo 
cated in spaced apart relation. The inner op 
posed edges of these straps 41 and 48 are provided 
with wiping members 49 and 50. The strip of 
material which is wound around the roller is 
adapted to pass through the frame and between 
the wiping members 45 and 50 which may be 
formed of any suitable relatively soft material 
such as felt, or the like. The wiping action of 
these members on the individual strips E and 1 
will take place whether the top of the blind is 
lowered or the bottom of the blind is raised. 
Thus, the blind of the present invention has the 
unique feature of being self-cleaning. 
A further advantage in the self-cleaning fea 

ture resides in the easy replacement of the wip 
ing members when they become worn or dirty 
because the strapsv41 and 48 to which they are 
amxed may be easily removed from the frame 
31. Either or both of the straps 41 and 43 may 
be removed and replaced by other straps hav 
ing new wiping members attached thereto. 
A further feature of the invention resides in 

the ease with which the blind may be adjusted 
for windows of various widths. As explained 
above, each strip of material together with its 
attached roller and the pinions I3 and I5 
constitutes a unit by itself. Thus, the upper 
plate I6 and bottom plate i9 each constitute 
a plurality of individual sections such as that 
indicated by the numeral 5I in Fig. 5. Each 
section embodies a base portion 52 with upwardly 
extending flange portions 53 and 54 at the rear 
and front thereof, respectively. The front 
Íianged portion 54 has a slot extending the length 
thereof substantially in the form of a keyhole 
as shown at 55. One end of the ñange portions 
53 and 54 has a pin 56 extending outwardly there 
from. Each pin is adapted to be received within 
a corresponding recess 51 in the adjacent sec 
tion. This bottom section, as shown in Fig. 5, 
is identical with the corresponding sections com 
prising the top plate l5, as may be seen in Fig. 7. 
The rollers I2 with the strip of material 1 wound 
thereon is añixed to an upper section with its 
pinion i3. The pin i4 añixed to the opposite 
end of the strip 1 is then assembled with the 
pinion l5 thereon to a bottom section like that 
shown in Fig. 5. Depending upon the width of 
the window, any suitable number of these units 
may be placed side by side after which a cover 
plate or valance l‘i is assembled with the upper 
sections and a similar cover plate or Valance 20 
is assembled with the lower sections. Each of 
the cover plates l1 and 20 is provided with a 
rearwardly extending flange having a bead 
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thereon adapted to fit into the elongated keyhole 
slot of the individual sections. This construction 
enables all of the sections to be held together, 
and the only parts of the blind which may have 
to be cut to a predetermined length will be the 
cover plates l1 and 20.  ' ' 

All of the sections of the upper and lower plates 
are identical with the exception of the end sec 
tion which receives the vertical bar 43, and which 
has the pinions 42, 44 and gears 39, 45 mounted 
thereon. These sections also have añìxed there 
to the guide rollers 22 which cooperate with the 
tracks 2l in guiding the blind when it is raised 
or lowered. ï 

It will thus be evident that the blind embodying 
the present invention and the features as above 
outlined, will be less expensive to install than 
those in present use because it does not have 
to be custom made to the dimensions of individual ’ 
windows. Regardless of the width of the window 
the required number of >sections or units may be 
assembled together to accommodate the desired 
width. It is likewise true that the height of the 
window is of little importance becausethe length 
of the individual strips 6 and 1 can all be made 
to accommodate the longest window if the blind 
is to be applied to a windowy of lesser height, then 
the extra length of the strips will merely be 
wound around the respective rollers. 
There is also relatively little in the way of 

installation because the only ñxtures to applyy 
will be the vertical bar 43, the pulleys 21 and 
28, the locking pulley 3| and the guide tracks 
2l. All other parts of the blind are movable 
with respect to the window frame, and, there-I 
fore, need not be añixed thereto. 

Fig. 1 of the drawings 4illustrates the blind 
installed and in fully closed position with the 
individual strips of material in overlapping re 
lation and the upper and lower ends thereof 
lfully extended. When it is desired to open the ' 
blind by rotating the individual strips, it is 
merely necessary to actuate the arm 4I which 
will reciprocate the lower rack 38 and the up 
per rack 46. This movement of the racks in 
mesh with the respective pinions will cause a 
simultaneous rotation of all strips about their 
longitudinal axes. The blind may be lowered 

mechanism associated with the upper cords 25 
and 23, whereupon gravity will permit the up 
per part of the blind to move downwardl;7 along 
the guide tracks 2i. Thev lower end ofthe blind 
may be raised by releasing the locking mecha 
nism 3| associated with the cord 30, whereupon 
the springs 34 within eachof the roller mem 
bers will exert a force suiiicient to raise the blind. 
This action of raising the lower end and of low 
ering the upper end may be performed as shown' 
in Figs. 2 and 3, or the upper and lower ends 
may be moved together simultaneously if so 
desired. This action of raising and lowering 
the blind may also take place whether the blind 
strips themselves are in open or closed positions. 
It is likewise true that the rotation of the strips 
to open and closed positions may take place 
even though the bottom of the blind is in raised 
posâtion or the top of the blind has been low 
ere . 

The raising and lowering of the blind will 
also automatically clean the individual strips 
due to the action of the replaceable wiping mem 
bers 49 and 50.  
While the invention has been described here 

in with particular respect to vertically posi 
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tienedzstrips-'ot material, it will be evident .that 
if the occasion arises the same devicev may be 
installedv in a window frame so that the strips 
are horizontal. The rotating mechanism will 
still function in- this position to open and close 
the strips and the opposed: ends of the blind 
may be moved. towardeach other as desired due 
to the force> of the springs within the roller 
members. 
Changes maybe made in the form', construc 

tion- and arrangement of parts from that dis 
closed. herein without in any way departing from 
the spirit of. the. invention or sacrificing any 
of the attendant advantages thereof, provided, 
however, that such changes fall within the scope 
oi the. claims appended hereto. 
The invention is hereby claimed as follows: 
1. A window blind comprising a plurality of 

adjacent strips of ñeXib-ley material positioned 
in overlapping relation when. closed, roller means 
at the. opposite. ends. of adjacent strips on which 
the strips. may be4 rolled., whereby the rollers 
on alternate strips will be at the saine ends 
thereof, means at each end. of each strip tor 
mounting each strip for rotation about the lon 
gitudinal axis thereof, and. mechanism for ro 
tating all of said. strips and. rollers simultane 
ously about their axes. at both ends thereof for 
moving the strips to open. position. 

2. A window blind comprising a pliu‘ality of 
vertically positioned strips of flexible material 
locatedin- overlapping relation when closed, a 
roller atl the top of each alternate strip and at 
the bottom of each. other alternate strip on 
whichv the strips are adapted to be wound wheny 
the blind is raised. or. lowered, means to raise 
the bottom of the blind, and other means to 
lower the top of the blind. 

3. A` Window blind comprising a plurality of 
vertically positioned strips of ilexible material 
located in overlapping relation when closed, a 
roller at the top of each alternate strip and 
at the bottom of. eachother alternate strip, said 
strips adapted to bewound on said rollers when 
the blind> is raised> or lowered, a top plate and 
av bottom plate on which the respective upper 
and lower rollers are mounted, thereby to pro 
vide upper and lower' assemblies, guide means 
along each side ofthe blind,.other guide means 
on said top and bottom plates cooperating with 
said first guide means, means to elevate the 
lower assembly along said guide means, and 
means to lower said upper assembly along said 
guide means. 

4. A windowI blind comprising a plurality of 
vertically positioned strips of iiexible material 
located in overlapping` relation when closed, a 
roller at. the. top .of each alternate strip and. 
at the bottom of. each. other. alternate strip, 
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said strips» adapted tol be> woundv on- said rollers 
when theV blind is4 raised or lowered, means to 
raise the bottom of. the blind, means to lower 
the top of the blind, and wiper means on each 
of said rollers, adapted to wipe clean the in 
dividual strips each time the blind is raised. or 
lowered. 

5. A window blind comprising a plurality of 
adjacent strips of flexible material positioned in. 
overlapping relation when closed, rollers at the 
opposite ends of adjacent strips, said strips 
adapted to be wound on. said> rollers when one 
end of said blind is movedv toward the other endv 
thereof, meansA to move the ends of the blind 
toward. or away from each other, and wiper 
means associated with each of said rollers 
adapted to wipe clean. the individual strips each 
time one end of the blind is moved toward or 
away from the other. end. 

6. A window. blind comprising a plurality of 
individual sections, each of said. sections includ. 
ing an elongated strip of ñexible material and. a 
roller at one end of said strip, and means for 
mounting a plurality of said sections on a com. 
;fnon supportat each end thereof with the rollers 
of adjacent strips at. opposite ends thereof, 
whereby each support willbe. freely movable to 
ward and away from the other support. 

7. A window blind comprising a plurality of 
individual. sections, each of said'sections includ 
ing an elongated strip of iiexible material and a 
roller at one end of saidstrip on which said strip 
is adapted to be. wound, wiperI means associated 
with said roller and positioned. in contact with 
bothv sides of said strip andv adaptedto wipe the 
surfaces of. said strip when it is wound or. un 
Wound from said roller, and means for mounting 
a plurality of said' sections on 4a common. support 
at each end thereof with the rollers of adjacent 
sections being locatedv at opposite ends thereof, 
whereby each support will be freely movable to 
ward and away froml the other support. 

AARON LIA- LIGHT. 
MORRIS FINE. 
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